Quantal division and a postmitotic state in myoblast differentiation.
The reversible arrest of myoblast differentiation by ethidium bromide (EB) has been used to examine the nature of the transition from the proliferative state to terminal differentiation resulting in fusion into muscle fibers. If EB is introduced at the time that myoblasts are shifted to medium that induces fusion, all apparent cytodifferentiation is suspended. When such EB arrested myoblasts are released from EB inhibition they fuse without reentering the cell cycle. If EB arrested myoblasts are released into proliferation promoting medium rather than medium that induces fusion they neither fuse nor proliferate. In this case they remain quiescent in the proliferating medium for an extended period, however, if these myoblasts are subsequently shifted to medium that induces fusion, they fuse without reentering the cell cycle. Apparently the myoblasts have become postmitotic and competent to fuse into muscle fibers during their initial exposure to fusion inducing medium, even though cytodifferentiation has been blocked. Exposure of these postmitotic fusion competent myoblasts to proliferation promoting medium does not stimulate them to reenter the cell cycle but does prevent fusion into muscle fibers. These results are most consistent with a quantal division model of myoblast differentiation rather than a gradual transition from the proliferative state to a state in which fusion occurs.